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Abstract 

There is a rapid growth in mobile computing which will allow the user to access information 
from anywhere at any time. This work starts from the observation that there is a broad range of 
factors to manage to make an effective and scalable transparent mobile adaptation. Burdening 
the application with functionalities allowing it to sense, to monitor and adjust to its 
environment is not realistic and will lead to a closed system. In order to tackle openness 
without losing flexibility, we classify objects in categories that reflect somewhat the 
characteristics of their environment. The semantics of the classification are defined during 
binding negotiation. This classification provides perspectives that offer us highly abstract ways 
of reasoning about generic adaptable interaction templates offering mobile transparency. 

These type of interactions are characterised in a binding template which describes common 
adaptability rules required for interaction between given categories of objects. The RM-ODP 
[4] framework helps us define concepts and rules to define mobile transparency in a 
heterogeneous environment. Our concepts and rules are formally described with our 
Architecture Description Language [7]. Such generic adaptability procedures provides basic 
construct for defining mobile transparency. 

Keywords: Mobile Computing, Open Distributed Systems, Architecture Description Language 

1. Introduction 

Mobile environments include both powerful and resource-poor hosts connected with wired and 
wireless networks. They are characterized by the dynamic fluctuation of bandwidth, host 
capacity and disconnection rate. These characteristics give rise to various computing problems 
that current stationary environments cannot deal with. These ugly characteristics of mobile 
environments must be hidden in some way from interacting objects of the system. All objects 
of the system should be able to run uniformly in a wide variety of conditions constrained by 
their environment. 

Various areas of research are contributing to mobile computing. The ultimate goal of ongoing 
research is to provide truly mobile transparency. Current work focuses on the engineering 
viewpoint. These works are related to mobile algorithms, mobile network protocols or mobile 
naming. These issues are not pursued in this paper. 

Problems in asynchronous distributed systems are similar to mobile computing problems. An 
asynchronous distributed system is one in which message transmission times and relative 
processor speeds are unbounded. Thus a process in an asynchronous system does not rely on 
such bounds. In practice, asynchrony is introduced by unpredictable loads on the system. 
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These asynchronous characteristics are similar to those we want to deal with in mobile 

computing. The nature of the problem is still the same, but the way to treat the problem differs. 

Work on asynchronous computing uses strong assumptions and complex algorithms to satisfy 
application requirements (example: consensus despite all sorts of failures). Our approach is 
different from the asynchronous case. In fact, the environment might not, for some reason, 

allow the application to reach its requirement (example: achieving an ACID transaction or 
consensus in a partitioned network is impossible). Thus, for the sake of availability and 
scalability we cannot afford to block the application at all costs. We make the strong 
assumption that the application might change its requirement under some precise 
circumstances. This means that the application and the infrastructure supporting the 
application might adapt its behaviour dynamically (i.e semantic of its requirement) gracefully 
according to changes in the environment. 

Providing such adaptability in a generic way, knowing that each application and environment 
are intrinsically different in a heterogeneous system, is a difficult challenge. Our approach to 
the problem is to use a separation principle. The environment is characterized by factors that 
the object is interested in, such as bandwidth, screen definition, etc. Each object of the system 
is classified according to the characteristics of its environments. Objects involved in an 
interaction should agree on a common metrics representation to describe its environment. The 
common metrics are used to classify and rank the environment. All objects involved in the 
interaction must have the same understanding of the ranking system. Usually, the initiator of 
the interaction (binding) imposes the metrics and the ranking during the negotiation phase. 
These ranking and metrics are only valid within the domain (time and space) of interaction. 

This abstract classification offers a simple framework to reason about interactions between 
mobile objects. This classification is ranked from a perfect environment to the worst. An object 
might adjust its requirement in terms of correctness and availability according to its 
environment. Example: an object shouldn't ask for a strong consensus between mobile objects; 
rather it should restrict the consensus to a group of objects residing in stationary networks. 

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our adaptation design in 
which we give a classification of objects based on characteristics of their environment (COB) 
and presents a definition of negotiation procedures. Following this, Section 3 describes the 
adaptation rules with our architecture description language (ADL). 

2. Adaptation design 

The limited capacity, low reliability, low security, connectivity and bandwidth variations of 
mobile computers have been extensively described in [3] [6]. Despite these constraints, objects 
in a mobile environment must behave correctly by adapting behaviour to current conditions. 
Design of such adaptability must cope with the contradictory demands of mobile and 
stationary computers. That is, mobile computers favour the ability to operate alone if 
communication is not available or too expensive. Its resource-poverty characteristic favours 
reliance on resource-rich servers [6]. Hence, adaptability services must have an object-aware 
(or application-aware) environment. Objects should be able to sense, monitor and adjust both 
the application and its environment. Furthermore this adaptation must be dynamic to cope with 
the rapid change of a mobile environment. 

Transparent adaptation is difficult to achieve especially in an open context [1]. Actually, the 
term transparency is not quite adequate for mobile computing. Indeed claiming that the objects 
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(or the user) do not observe any difference is inaccurate because the intrinsic constraints of 

mobility cannot be completely hidden from the object. An efficient adaptability mechanism 
needs complex information such as: 

The semantics of objects. This information is related to correctness, availability and recov

ery. For example it is useful to know if an object requires accurate information. This infor

mation will increase availability because the object will not waste its time dealing with a 
consistency protocol. 
Full knowledge of current configuration. This type of information is related to the state of 

the infrastructure in which the object is implemented such as Management Information 
Base (MIB) or statistics. 

The interacting objects and their environment must collaborate harmoniously to provide 

efficient adaptation. To illustrate this collaboration, the following example shows how the 

behaviour of a mobile object is influenced by its own semantics and environment. Example: 

The quality of the sound and the screen definition should be considered in order to avoid 

wasting time and resources in retrieving unusable information such as stereo sound or high 

definition picture data. The application might choose to download degraded definitions of 

pictures when the network is slow or expensive. The bandwidth should be used efficiently for 

other purposes if resources are available. 

Level of abstraction at which adaptability is provided 

Finding an appropriate architectural design for a system is a key element of its long-term 

success. It is crucial to decide at which level of abstraction the adaptability mechanism should 

be provided. 

The usual approach taken by existing mobile environment designers is to write an application 

which can be aware and react to all potential mobile environment factors. The application is 

split into pieces; each of which is adapted to a given configuration. Unfortunately, this "closed" 
or monolithic solution has is not flexible in terms of re-use or composability and hard to 

design. Such an approach is not viable as a standard; furthermore there is no application that 
can solve all mobile computing problems. 

As adaptability is feasible only under certain conditions defined by the environment, we 

classify all objects into a range of categories. Categories reflect the quality of environment that 

supports the object. They are characterized by a set of valued parameters that play a role in 
object mobility management. Example: An object may be characterized by its CPU capacity, 

rate of disconnection, and bandwidth. The definition of categories is the responsibility of the 

initiator of the interaction. 

This categorisation will allow each object to be associated with its ability for adaptation. This 

classification simplifies the reasoning about interactions between categorized objects. The 

ultimate goal of the classification is to define a group of basic constructs representing mobile 

adaptability. These basic constructs are set of generic rules to support mobility between given 

categories. This approach frees the application from mobile specification and management; 

clarifies reasoning about mobile interaction and increases the probability of success as each 

object in an interaction first enters into a negotiation process in which constraints and abilities 

of others are known. This negotiation will not permit interaction between categories that must 
not interact. 
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Mobile transparency cannot be entirely provided by the above mobile adaptable constructs 
because it might be application dependent. On the other hand, burdening the application with 
adaptability management is not worthless. Our approach stands between the two extremes. We 
do not impose any restriction by defining an architecture in which object-dependent and 
object-independent adaptability rules are supported conjointly. 

2.1. Characteristics of the environment (COE) 

Characteristics of the environment (COE) is an attribute associated with each object. It is a 
metric which is used to classify the characteristics of the local object environment; a snapshot 
of the local environment. It reflects factors that have an impact on mobility management of the 
object, such as the state or the configuration of the machine, screen definition, sound capacity, 
memory capacity, disconnection rate and other statistics about the environment. Objects having 
the same classification are objects of common concern. 

COE is created from a classification of the environment into tuples. Example: one object can 
characterize and evaluate its environment along three axes: 

Memory/CPU/Graphics: This axis represents the Memory/CPU capability of a host. It is 
associated with the ability to support graphics because this depends on the memory/CPU 
capacity. 
Bandwidth: Available communication bandwidth between interacting objects 
Disconnection: The rate of deliberate and accidental disconnection per period. 

The choice of the classifications should be general enough to express and capture mobile 
environment characteristics. In the above example, we have deliberately reduced the number of 
axes not only for simplicity but for their generality. Note that one can create its own axis and 
having its own classification. 

COE hierarchy. A category is a value constructed from the axes (represented as a box in 
Figure 1). The box is ranked with values which represent a mark that a user might attribute to a 
system. Ideally, COE has a weight ranging from 1 to 10 where COE=1 represents the worst 
environment (for example, low Memory/CPU graphics, low Bandwidth and high rate of 
disconnection in our classification example). The best case, COE =10 is the opposite end of the 
spectrum where the environment offers a high memory, cpu and graphics, high bandwidth and 
low rate of disconnection. Using the same example, a COE=3 can be characterized by bounded 
values such as: 
Memory/CPU/Graphics=[8 .. 10]; Bandwith=[ 120 .. 140Mps]; Disconnection= [5 .. 10/hours ]. 

How well this weight interprets or reflects the knowledge that a user intuitively has in their 
mind is another issue. Deciding what weight to give a given characteristic is a difficult problem 
and should be addressed in the Enterprise and Information viewpoints. It needs some empirical 
methodology to ensure that the rank is close enough to "human" scale metrics. 

The weight and the characteristics of COE are specific to each object. The object is responsible 
for setting or changing its COE. Nevertheless, before any interactions, all interacting objects 
must have a common understanding of the COE of others. This common knowledge is valid 
within and during the lifetime of the interaction (binding) domain. COE is relevant to a 
binding. 

We can anticipate and assume that a low COE=l is associated with an object residing in a 
portable host such as a pager or Newton (Apple). Generally they are objects which do not need 
large memory, a graphics or communication. Consequently, these objects should need only low 
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level correctness requirements as it is difficult to ensure consistency within this environment 
(Example: correctness of transactions is difficult to maintain within a mobile environment). A 
high COE=IO represents objects residing in workstations connected with high speed networks; 
these objects can afford strong correct information requirements. 

COE critical clauses:A COE is associated with "critical" clauses. Critical clauses specify a 
range of values within the value domain of the COE. If this critical value is reached then the 
value of the COE is no longer valid. For example, if COE=3 is associated with the tuple: 
(Memory/CPU/Graphics=[8 . .10]; Bandwith=[l20 .. 140Mps]; Disconnection= [5 .. 10/hours]) then we can 
have a critical value: CR= ("Bandwidth= 123 Mps; Disconnection> 6 hours"). 

The critical value offers more flexibility to the object. An object must change the value of its 
COE if the COE (bounded value of its tuple) are crossed the critical clauses are reached. The 
COE 1 classification is useful for these reasons: 

It's a convenient way to decide which group of objects fit together in a category with regard 
to the quality of their environment and simplifies the definition of and reasoning about how 
objects belonging to a COE interact. 
An object classification limits the potential types of application that it can support. Work
flow and CSCW for example are typical applications that can run efficiently in high COE as 
they require high synchronisation and lots of resources. Simple and smaller applications 
such as email or a booking system can run in low COE as they do need high resources. 
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Figure 1: COE metrics 

2.2. COE negotiation 

Interacting objects are associated with bounded quantified characteristics of their environment 
(COE). This means that the behaviour of an object can be predicted within a reasonable degree 
of accuracy while its COE still holds. Thus, we use COE as a quality of service measure during 
negotiation. The ultimate goal of negotiation is to create a binding instance. 

RM-ODP bindings are central to our architecture. Each interaction of a computational object 
occurs at one of its computational interfaces. Binding rules impose constraints on how 
interfaces can be bound and how these bounded interfaces, called roles, interact. Binding 
facilitate the standardisation of common interactions. We'll present more details of this binding 

1. The COE (and CR) can have the same value for a set of objects belonging to the same cluster or capsule. According to RM
ODP A cluster is a configuration of basic engineering objects forming a single unit for the some purposes. A capsule is a 

configuration of engineering objects forming a single unit for the purpose of encapsulation of processing 
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notion later but we can anticipate by saying that we will use the notion of a binder which 
implies that we use explicit binding. 

2.2.1. Negotiation. 
Before any interactions, negotiations are necessary in order to agree on "what can be 
achieved". Given that COE description and meaning might be considerably different between 
heterogeneous objects, the negotiation might involve complex mechanisms. The definition of 
such mechanisms is still unclear and is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the 
negotiation is between the initiator object and the binder object. At the computational 
viewpoint, the binder is an object which stores and maintains distributed binding templates. Its 
role consists of finding a matching binding instance according to the request from the object 
initiator. Thus, the negotiation process contains two distinct parts (Figure 3): 

The part in which the initiator distributes the semantics of the CEO domain as well as its 
hierarchy. This part is not negotiable, each interacting object must agree or pull out of this 
proposal. They have to find a mapping between their own CEO and the CEO offered by the 
object initiator. Each object must conform to this metrics within the binding domain. 
Once the objects agree on the semantics of the CEO, the negotiation on binding roles asso
ciated with CEO and Critical clauses can start. The initiator can receive many offers and 
refine its selection. 

~~~------------------------------Begin Negotiation 

End Negotiation 
Initiator Object Binder Object 

Figure 2: Negotiation phases 

The decision whether an object belonging to a given CEO category can or cannot interact with 
another object from a different category is up to the negotiation requirements of each object. 
We do not impose any default rules about compatibility between categories. 

For example: An object X with high COE might not want to interact with an object Y having 
less COE for some availability or correctness reason while another object Z having the same 
COE may decide to interact with Y for some other reason. It means that objects may specify a 
set of object COEs that it is willing to deal with. 

The above example shows the need for a negotiation before any interactions. RM-ODP does 
not give any framework or restriction about the way to achieve negotiation. The ultimate goal 
of negotiation is to select a binding instance that matches with the required request. 

The initiator of the binding initiates the negotiation by describing a binding template within 
which roles can be (1) mandatory and associated with a range of COE and critical clauses or 
(2) optional and associated with COE and CR clauses 

More than one proposal can be received by the initiator. The latter can still continue 
negotiations to refine its request, for example by choosing those which do not have critical 
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clauses. The negotiation should eventually 1 terminate if an agreement is reached and give rise 
to a new binding instance. Otherwise no binding is created. 

The new binding is a composition of a binding which describes roles and interactions of 
interfaces that match the binding initiator requirements and a set of "adaptable" bindings 
which are used to hide the ugly characteristics of mobile environments. The adaptable bindings 
will regulate the interaction between mobile objects. 

There is a large range of adaptable bindings. Adaptable bindings are not selected by the 
initiator but are selected automatically upon the choice of roles. Hence a chosen role which has 
COE=X and interacts with another role having COE=Y will select an adaptable binding called 
Adapt_X_ Y. This binding will manage the mobility aspects of the interaction. This will 
increase the probability of the computation terminating in a stable state specified in the 
binding. If an object does not specify any COE2 for interactions then the application is in 
charge of managing mobility constraints. 

2.2.2. Global negotiation 
The problem is fairly simple when interactions are between two objects. It is more complex 
when multiple objects are involved in the binding as global interactions or properties cannot be 
described by peer to peer specifications. One advantage of using RM-ODP bindings is to have 
a global description of the entire behaviour. Our binding allows us to describe constraints such 
as "all involved objects should exhibit COE>8". Hence, a global quality of service can be 
specified (every objects must provide this quality of service). Our negotiation can also specify 
a global COE of a set (sub-group) of objects. This mechanism prevents the existence of 
intermediate objects being a bottleneck; in terms of performance, correctness or security; and 
ensures the whole binding behaves correctly. 

A binding negotiation can be seen as a function that takes mandatory and optional interfaces 
associated with a range of COE and critical clauses as a parameter and return a new binding. It 
can be described as follows: 

New_binding =Negotiation ((Mandatory_Interfaces, [ ... (COE,CR) .. ]) ; 
(Optional_Interfaces , [ ... (COE,CR) ... ] ) ) 

2.2.3. Re-negotiation 
As we said, one of the characteristics of a mobile environment is drastic and unpredictable 
change. Unpredictability semantics is the opposite of binding specification semantics. That is, 
a binding should describe all possible behaviour of interacting objects. To deal with 
unpredictability, we allow our binding to generate exceptions if the COE crosses a 
predetermined threshold. If exceptions arise, binding will be re-negotiated to take into account 
the new aspect of the environment. This new negotiation will end up with a new binding. 

Many problems arise with re-negotiation because sometimes only a few interfaces need to be 
withdrawn or added, while others should be able to keep running without noticing any 
changes. In addition, the synchronisation of the overall interface might change slightly. This 
area is not an issue in this paper, we assume that the re-negotiation will take into account the 
context of the former binding with the following command: 

New_binding = Re-Negotiation (Former_binding , (Mandatory_Interfaces , 

I. We do not know how to ensure this property. 

2. Specifying a COE means that the object wishes to delegate adaptability rules to other components. 
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[ (COE,CR)]); (Optional_Interfaces, [ (COE,CR)])) 

Re-negotiation can also be instigated directly by objects for reasons such as the value of some 

statistics. In this case re-negotiation ensures continued computing capability. The re

negotiation interface should be available directly to an object if it manages mobility constraints 

by itself. 

2.3. Adaptable binding template between COEs 

As we said before, adaptability needs two types of information. These are: 

Object-dependent information from interacting objects. This type of information allows us 

to define a set of specific rules such as: if I receive a high definition picture then use a given 

algorithm X to transform the structure of this picture. These action rules are called "trig

gers", they do not have to appear on the signature of the interface object. Triggers are acti

vated upon reception of an event when a condition holds. A compression file action for 

example can be activated during a file transfer. Triggers have independent interface signa

tures and might be implemented in distinct objects. The use of such triggers in a binding is 

optional. Note that these rules can be specific to each object or common to all objects 

belonging to a cluster or a capsule. 
Object-independent information from interacting objects. This type of information allows 

us to define a set of generic rules which are commonly used for interaction between objects 

belonging to a known COE. For example the use of an intermediate agent for interactions 

between object having CEO= 1 and COE= 10 is reasonably common. A binding template is 

defined for each type of interaction between categories. We call them adaptable bindings. 

Example Binding_1_10 will describe peer-to-peer interactions between objects of catego

ries 1 and 10. 

Adaptable bindings and trigger interfaces are associated with the "original" binding to create a 

binding which supports mobility. The original binding describes the required interactions 
between objects in a multi-party relationship. We want to make clear that adaptable bindings 

do not describe the normal interactions such as read or write. The use of read/write operations 

are described in the original binding. Adaptable bindings define when and how interactions 

should be computed according to the state of the environment. 

Instead of describing all adaptable bindings, we'll describe informally one adaptable bindings: 

between an object of category COE=l and COE=lO. 

Actions that we describe in these bindings are not exhaustive; they serve as examples to help 

the reader understand the use of these adaptable bindings. 
COE1 =1 and CO~= 10: All request from COE =1 must be done remotely. All data asso

ciated with graphical and sound data transferred to the object COE = 1 must be filtered 

according to trigger rules. Requests from COE =1 may eventually be lost. Requests from 

COE=IO must not be lost (it is easier to broadcast a message in a cell by a wireless radio 

cell rather than a lap-top broadcasting a message). Processing requiring lots of memory or 

CPU must download to CEO= 10. Only results should be sent to CEO= 1. 
• COE1 =x and COE2 = y (with x=y): A part of the object might be downloaded either way1 

depending on the load balancing policy. Any graphics or any computing not be supported 

by each host must be discarded. Trigger is activated depending on specification of objects. 

I. This implies, code portability and flexibility. 
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An object A that does not need high reliability nor correctness residing in an environment with 
CEO=lO might negotiate interaction by saying that it can offer COE=l. Knowing the CEO of 
A, the other objects with higher CEO will not include A in any synchronisations that require 
strong correctness. This allows A to have a higher degree of availability. 

3. Architecture Description Language Overview 

In this section we formalize the adaptation mechanism we have already defined. We use our 
Architectural Description Language [7] to describe it. Our ADL is an event-based, 
asynchronous description language for defining concurrent architectures of open distributed 
systems. It can be used to describe the system from any viewpoint with different levels of 
complexity as it offers facilities to deal with abstraction and composition. 

The ADL features are similar to those find in RM-ODP [4]. They are event, event 
relationships, interface, binding, composition and abstraction. Due to space limitation we'll 
summarize only some part of the ADL basic core. 

Events are the basic modelling concept. It is very similar to a signal in RM-ODP. An event is 
defined by its direction, noted "!" for output and "?" for input. It has a location in space and 
time, and set of parameters. 

The core behavioural components of our specifications are termed event relationships. They 
are used to describe interaction behaviour. A complete event relationship specification, noted 
ERe!• consists of an event-ordering specification Eord• specification of parameter events EPan and 
a time specification Erime· Formally, ERe! := Eord 1\ Epar 1\ Erime 

Eord , an event ordering, is a relation showing dependence or independence between a set 
of events. The causal ordering operators denoted a __. b means that an event a causally 
affects event b. The Independent, denoted a II b: events a and b are causally independent. 
We have also defined more operators for non atomic events in [7]. 
Epar> an event parameter relationship specification describes the relationship (functional, 
positional) between event parameters. 
Erime• an event relationship may include conditional constraints on the start() and end() 
times of events. The returned value of these functions is accurate within some bounds. 

Modelling concepts such as interface and binding are for describing an environment for 
execution of behaviour. We describe interface and bindings with event relationships. 

A binding establishes a context for event interaction. Within a binding specification we specify 
"roles", which identify a behaviour (expressed with ERe!) that is associated with a location. 
Interfaces of cooperating objects must fulfil roles to take part in the binding. Roles also have 
cardinality (denoted #), that is, the specified behaviour can occur at more than one location 
known to the binding. We specify "Behaviour" which defines the relationships between events 
that occur in different roles of the binding. Intuitively, it defines the protocol of interaction. It 
uses logical operators such as "(and) v (or), and evaluator operators such as universal v and 
existential 3 and guard, denoted [], to compose expressions. Composition is a combination of 
event relationship specification with the above operators. 

A role is a placeholder for interfaces within a binding, describing the common behaviour and 
expectations of interfaces filling that role. In this paper, we denote execution of an event "e!" 
by role "R" as R.e!. Specifying "R.e!" or have subset choice semantics, that is, one or more of 
the objects filling that role execute the event. Constraints on the executing subset may be 
specified with guards, including cardinality constraints that specify the maximum, minimum or 
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exact number of events that may be executed. Example [# > O]S.send! (a)) specifies that more than 
one roleS must output send (a) event. 

3.1. Adaptability description in ADL 

The binding denoted "Mobile_binding" is a composition of two bindings (1) A "Non-mobile" 
binding which we describe before defining interactions without mobile attributes and (2) an 
"Adaptable" binding which describes mobility adaptation between different classes of objects. 

Due to space limitation, we describe only one adaptable binding, denoted Adapt_l.lO, 
between objects of categories 1 and 10. Functionalities that we describe in this binding are not 
exhaustive. We describe some rather standard rules. Adapt_l.lO is parametrized by a 
description of a Non_Mobile.Beh because it needs the Behaviour part of the Non_mobile 
binding to take appropriate actions. We use four techniques to provide adaptability. 

All input/output events, denoted respectively y?(b),x !(a) belonging to the 
Non_Mobile_binding, which have the parameter relationship, denoted "f', are filtered with 
trigger function. We denote generically Trigger (x!(a), y?(b)), the behaviour resulting from 
this filtering. The Trigger can be though as a reference to an interface which is para
metrized. This is described as: V (x!(a) ,y ?(b)) E [Non_Mob.Beh]l b=f(a) and ( coe(x!(a)) 
=10 and coe(y?(b)) =1 then Trigger (x!(a), y?(b)). The trigger can be more complex than a 
function, it can be a behaviour that we will denote generically 't in the binding. 
The input/output events that have parameter relationships can use an "Intermediate" to 
interact. This is the case when a mobile host tries to interact with stationary hosts 1. Mes
sages are sent to a Mobile Support Station (MSS), the connection point between the wire
less network and the backbone. The intermediate receives and sends messages exchanged 
between the above events: 
x!(a)-+ Inter.rec?(a')-+ Inter.send'!(b')-+ y?(b) and a'=f(a) and b'=f'(b)2. 

A normal local interaction performed by the same roleS (sender) is described as follows: 

S.req! -+S.ind? -+S.rsp! -+ S.cnf? where (S.ind? -+S.rsp!) identifies the local part which 
performs a given procedure. If this part migrates to another hosts then it should be executed by 
a receiver (R) role. Thus the binding must allow the choice between the two alternative 
behaviours: 

(S.req!(x) -+S.ind? (x')-+S.rsp!(y)-+ S.cnf?(y')) Ax'= f(x) A y'=g(y) v 

(S.req!(x) -+R.ind? (x')-+R.rsp!(y)-+ S.cnf?(y'))A x' = f(x) A y'=g(y) 

Note that if the binding did not negotiate the support of such alternative behaviour, then are
negotiation must be done. The new negotiation will request an interface which can fulfil the 
above alternative behaviour used for migration.An exception occurs if the COE threshold is 
crossed or if a critical clause is reached, the value of a COE can be retrieved with the 
coe(event) function where event is an event located in the targeted object. If the threshold is 
crossed for any reason then a re-negotiation should be done as follows: if (exception) re
negotiate (Mandatory_lnterfaces, [ ... COE .. ]); (Optional_Interfaces, [ ... COE ... ]))). 

I. Note that the use of an intermediate can be implemented as a trigger if the object want to do so. 
2. Events can migrate from a resource-poor (client) host toward a resource-rich (server) host if there are 
not enough resources where it is located. At this stage our ADL does not support the dynamic change of 
an event relationship so we assume that the server side knows how to handle events formerly executed at 
the client side 
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The following binding has only one role which is "Intermediate". The roles of the 

Non_mobile_binding are irrelevant to this binding. We only need to check input/output events 

of the Behaviour. This binding describes alternative behaviour derived from the behaviour 

described in the Behaviour of the Non_Mobile_Binding. 

Binding Adapt_l.IOspec [Non_Mob.Beh] := { 

Roles { 
Inter: [#=I], 
Trigger: [# ~ 0] 
} 

?rec(t)-+ !send(t) 
t 

-- At least I Intermediate 
-- Optional Placeholder for a Trigger 
-- t is a placeholder for behaviour 

Behaviour { 

V (S.x!(a), R.y?(b)) e [Non_Mob.Beh] such that- -extract IJO events ofNon_mobile 

S ;<R A b=f(a) --different roles and have parameter relationship 

A ( coe(S)=IO A coe(R) =I) --and different COB 
then ( 

Trigger (S,R) -- trigger on S and R 

x!(a)-+ Inter.rec?(a')-+ Inter.send!(b')-+ y?(b) Aa'=f(a) A b'=f(b) 

} -- send to the intermediate 

3 (S.req!(x) -+S.ind? (x')-+S.rsp!(y)-+ S.cnf?(y')) e [Non_Mobile_binding] 

A coe(S) =I Ax'= f(x) A y'=g(y) then 
( 
(S.req!(x) -+R.ind? (x')-+R.rsp!(y)-+ S.cnf?(y'))A 

x' = f(x) A y'=g(y) --Permutation of role for migration 

} 

if (exception) re-negotiate (Non_Mobile_binding, (COE,CR) .... )-- re-negotiate if exception 

} 
}} 

We have defined two bindings. The first one (Non_Mobile) describes interactions without 

considering mobility factors. The second one is the adaptable binding (Adapt_l.IO) describing 
adaptability rules between mobile objects belonging to COE categories 1 and 10. We compose 
these two bindings to create a mobile binding that describe the Non_Mobile binding 

augmented with adaptability rules. Adapt_l_lO has Non_Mobile(S,R) as a parameter. The 

goal of such a binding parameter is to pass the Behaviour part of the Non_Mobile binding to 
Adapt_l_lO. We use logical "or" between the two composed bindings instead of "and" 

because the objects involved in the binding might still behave though there are no mobile 

constraints. We only add some adaptability rules that can be used if the involved objects want 

to do so. 

Binding Mobilespec:= { 

Roles { 
Sender:[#~ I], send!( x)-+rec?(x') 

Receiver:[#> I] rec?( y)-+ send?( y'); 

Trig:[# 0] t 
lnterm: [# ~ 0], ?rec(t)-+ !send(t) 

} 

Behaviour { 

--At least one Sender role send then receive 

-- More than one Receiver role receive then send 

-- Optional Placeholder for Trigger 
-- Intermediate 

Non_Mobile(S=Sender,R=Receiver) v -- Normal Behaviour 

Adapt_l_IO [Non_Mobile.Beh](Trigger=Trig,lnter=lnterm) --Adaptable behaviour 

-- Non_mobile binding and Adapt_l_IO are composed with a logical "or" to allow 

-- either the normal or adapatability behaviour 
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4. Conclusions 

The ODP framework augmented with our architecture description language allows us to reason 
and specify mobile transparency in an open system. As far as we know, apart from [2] which 
focuses on the mobile computing at the engineering viewpoint, there is no standard 
methodology or concept describing mobile transparency in a heterogeneous environment. 

We have presented a framework which allows a user to build a mobile application easily. The 
adaptive mechanism, described as a binding, can exploit both object-independent as well as 
object-dependent mobility management rules. Such binding can facilitate the standardisation 
of common interaction in mobile computing. 

The object-independent adaptability rules are created from the classification of objects 
according to the quality of their environment (COE). COE metrics and their classification are 
very broad and relate to objects in a heterogeneous system. It implies that objects willing to 
take part in a binding must agree on the COE semantics during the binding negotiation phase. 
The classification of objects by COE provides perspectives that allow us to define adaptable 
interaction templates between objects of different COE. This frees the object in managing 
explicitly mobility. The compositional power and flexibility of our Architecture Description 
Language led us to give a formal description of the overall mechanism. 

Our design approach has the following advantages: (I) It doesn't penalize resource-rich hosts 
such as stationary machines because adaptability rules are customized for each object 
according to its COE. Thus, it fully exploits the available resources in environment. (2) It is 
flexible, well formed and clearly articulated as adaptability rules are separately defined from 
application requirements. 

Our mobile transparency allows dynamic re-configuration. Work needs to be done to prevent 
objects spending resources and time re-configurating and not reaching stable states. The use of 
mobile transparency with other transparencies as well as the definition of a clear disconnection 
semantics in a fault model are an issue [3][5]. 
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